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� TYPE OF WORK
contemporary dance, multimedia
projects

� ABOUT THE COMPANY
Puls is a professional association,
founded in 2001, that gathers
professional dancers, pedagogues
and choreographers with the aim
of cultivating and further 
developing dance art. In this
sense, Puls is a dance centre
that provides education to young
dancers as well as being a dance
company. As a company, they
produce performances both for
the theatre stage and other 
spaces. Also, they are very open
for collaborations with artists in
other fields of arts, and they 
consequently participate in 
manifestations that are not directly
related to dance as guest artists.
However, they collaborate with
other Croatian dance companies
on dance projects as well, as 

teachers, performers and 
choreographers. 

� CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Siliton / Nova moving Art

choreography:
Ana-Maria BogdanoviÊ
number of performers: 5
A multimedia performance in
which three artistic orientations -
visual arts, music and performing
- are equally presented, thus 
creating a new whole. Visual forms
that move through the space
emphasize the organic character
of the work - the visual becomes
a part of a dynamic process of
movement in space.

Hearing of the eye

choreography: Katarina –ureviÊ
number of performers: 4
The performance deals with the
relation of a music instrument
and the body - the instrument of

music and the instrument of
dance. Music terms are reflected
in movement - sharps and flats
as jumps and falls. The body is a
woman who links all the relations
with her energy and establishes
new relations, her own, with a
child, man and another woman. 

� REVIEW EXTRACT
...Hearing of the eye...is an impressive
and warm dance miniature that
attracts with its poetics and 
simplicity... The tender duet of the
woman/mother and girl is bursting
with subtle details which are reflected
in the relations of the bodies: the
woman’s (body) that hugs, hides, 
protects, holds and places itself under
the small, merry, amazed, curious
body eager to fly...
Vijenac

Puls Company

Art is t i c  D i rec tor :

Katarina –ureviÊ

� CONTACT:
Udruga profesionalnih plesnih

umjetnika

Park Ribnjak 1

10000 Zagreb

Croatia

tel/fax: + 385 1 376 00 62

mob: + 385 91 511 21 50

puls@net.hr

www.uppu-puls.hr
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� Restricted Movement/Restricted Thoughts




